SIEF21 Business Meeting, Working Group Migration & Mobility
Helsinki (Virtual), 19th June 2021, 10.30- 11.40. Zoom and Whova (Recorded by the SIEF organization). Minutes written by Ignacio Fradejas-García.

- Introduction of the working group and short presentations of co-chairs (Ignacio Fradejas-García & Helena Pettersson) and short presentations of attendees.
- Description of activities 2019-2021: Special Issue “Transnational (Im)mobilities and Informality in Europe” published in Migration Letters coming from the homonymous panel organized at SIEF19; one panel organized at SIEF2021 “Making Mobility Rules”, canceled workshop at Umea in 2020 due to pandemic, Facebook and mailing list active, 60 members active in organizing and publishing.
- Open room for questions and comments.
- Re-election of co-chairs Helena Pettersson and Ignacio Fradejas-García for the period 2021-2023.
- Proposal to organize a workshop at Umea University in 2022. Accepted a rough plan of making a hybrid workshop, including (virtually) scholars who are not able to travel and involving children and families at the event in Sweden.
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